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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

To  investigate  the gas–solid  flow  pattern  of  a combustor-style  fluid  catalytic  cracking  regenerator,  a
laboratory-scale  regenerator  was  designed.  In scaling  down  from  an actual  regenerator,  large-diameter
hydrodynamic  effects  were  taken  into  consideration.  These  considerations  are  the  novelties  of  the present
study. Applying  the  Eulerian–Eulerian  approach,  a three-dimensional  computational  fluid  dynamics
(CFD)  model  of the regenerator  was  developed.  Using  this  model,  various  aspects  of  the  hydrodynamic
behavior  that are  potentially  effective  in  catalyst  regeneration  were  investigated.  The  CFD  simulation
results  show  that  at  various  sections  the  gas–solid  flow  patterns  exhibit  different  behavior  because  of
the  asymmetric  location  of  the  catalyst  inlets  and  the  lift  outlets.  The  ratio  of  the  recirculated  catalyst
to  spent  catalyst  determines  the quality  of the  spent  and  recirculated  catalyst  mixing  and  distribution
because  the  location  and  quality  of vortices  change  in  the  lower  part of  the  combustor.  The  simulation
results  show  that  recirculated  catalyst  considerably  reduces  the air bypass  that  disperses  the catalyst
particles  widely  over  the  cross  section.  Decreasing  the  velocity  of  superficial  air produces  a  complex  flow
pattern whereas  the  variation  in  catalyst  mass  flux  does  not  alter  the  flow  pattern  significantly  as the
flow  is dilute.

© 2018  Chinese  Society  of  Particuology  and  Institute  of Process  Engineering,  Chinese  Academy  of
Sciences.  Published  by  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

Introduction

Gas–solid fluidized beds have special characteristics, such as
efficient contact between gas and solid phases, excellent mixing,
and high rates of heat and mass transfer, which make them attrac-
tive for numerous industrial applications in, for example, chemical,
agricultural, and pharmaceutical industries. The hydrodynamics of
a gas–solid fluidized bed plays an important role in its performance
and operation. Different types of fluidized bed reactors are used
for various industrial processes. Circulating fluidized bed (CFB) ris-
ers have found wide applications such as fluid catalytic cracking
(FCC), Fischer–Tropsch synthesis, and combustion. CFB risers have
advantages over bubbling and turbulent fluidized bed reactors,
such as efficient gas–solids contact and reduced axial dispersion
(de Castilho & Cremasco, 2013). There are also other fluidized bed
reactors common in industry, unlike risers, having small height-
to-diameter ratio. When minimum entrainment and maximum gas
throughput improves fluidized bed reactor performance, as for FCC
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regeneration, chlorination, and particle drying, the turbulent flow
regime of fluidization is the appropriate choice (Ellis, Bi, Lim, &
Grace, 2004).

FCC is one of the most important refinery processes as it converts
heavy feedstock such as vacuum gas oil and atmospheric residue,
to valuable products including light fuel oil and high octane gaso-
line (Gary & Handwerk, 2001). A FCC unit consists of three main
parts: reactor, regenerator, and fractionator column. As a result of
catalytic reactions in the reactor, coke is deposited on the catalyst
particle surface thereby deactivating the catalyst. The spent cata-
lyst enters the regenerator and the deposited coke is burned in the
presence of hot air.

The initial development of the FCC process was achieved in the
late 1930s and the first FCC unit started operating in May  1942.
Later, various modifications were made to early units (Hemler &
Smith, 2004). As late as 1970, the modifications made were gen-
erally to the reactor; the primary reactor vessels were replaced
by riser reactors, although the initial form of the regenerator was
retained. The spent catalyst entered a bubbling/turbulent dense flu-
idized bed and was regenerated by the hot air flow. In this way,
combustion was  partial and gas exiting the regenerator contained
significant amounts of CO, which was  burned in a CO boiler out-
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Nomenclature

C1ε Empirical turbulence model constant
C2 Empirical turbulence model constant
C3ε Empirical turbulence model constant
CD Drag coefficient
C� Empirical turbulence model constant
D Diffusion term of turbulent dispersion model (m2/s)
ds Particle diameter (m)
e Particle–particle restitution coefficient
ew Particle-wall restitution coefficient
g Gravity acceleration (m/s2)
g0 Radial distribution function
Gk Production of turbulent kinetic energy (kg/m s3)
Gs Solids mass flux (kg/m2 s)
I Unit tensor
k Turbulent kinetic energy (m2/s2)
p Pressure (Pa)
Re Reynolds number
t  Time (s)
U Phase-weighted velocity (m/s)
ug Superficial gas velocity (m/s)
v Instantaneous velocity (m/s)
v′ Fluctuating velocity (m/s)
y Height (axial position) (m)

Greek symbols
˛  Volume fraction

 ̌ Gas–solid interphase drag coefficient (kg/m3 s)
�s Collisional dissipation of energy (kg/m s3)
�� Granular diffusion coefficient (Pa s)
� Granular temperature (m2/s2)
� Angular position (◦)
	 Bulk viscosity (Pa s)

 ̆ Turbulent exchange term between gas and solid
phase


 Density (kg/m3)
�gs Transfer rate of fluctuating energy (kg/m s3)
ε Dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy (m2/s3)
� Viscosity (Pa s)
�t Turbulent viscosity (Pa s)
� Turbulent Prandtl number
 Stress tensor (Pa)

Subscripts
eff Effective
g Gas phase
k Turbulent kinetic energy
max  Maximum packing
q Gas (g) or solid (s) phase
rec Recirculated catalyst
s Solid phase
sp Spent catalyst
ε Dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy

side of the regenerator. In 1974, UOP introduced a new FCC unit
with a combustor-style (also called high-efficiency) regenerator.
This regenerator operates in a complete-combustion mode emit-
ting very little CO and hence satisfies environmental standards.
There is thus no need for external equipment such as a CO boiler.

In the combustor-style regenerator (Fig. 1), spent catalyst and
hot air enter the combustor and are mixed; coke is burnt off the
catalyst. The combustor’s cross section decreases gradually and
continues with a smaller portion of the cross section, called the

Fig. 1. Laboratory-scale combustor-style FCC regenerator schematic.

“lift” in this study. The decrease in cross section helps the air to
carry the catalyst particles into the lower chamber of the combus-
tor through the lift. At the end of the lift, there are disengager arms.
After the air–catalyst flow makes contact with the disengager arms,
a high percentage of catalyst particles are separated from the flow
and accumulate in the dense bed at the bottom of the regenerator’s
upper vessel. Using a fluffing air ring, the dense bed is in an incipi-
ent fluidization condition. The air exiting the lift of the combustor
flows through a number of two-stage cyclones located in the top
part of the upper vessel. The catalyst separated in the cyclones also
falls into the dense bed and the air flow finally exits from the upper
vessel.

In multiphase reactors, momentum and heat transfer and also
chemical reactions are closely interrelated. Crucial experimental
investigations of large-scale fluidized bed reactors have been chal-
lenging because of complex hydrodynamics, multiple simultaneous
reactions, and the lack of measurement techniques (Chang, Zhang,
Yang, Wang, & Sun, 2015). Therefore, computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) has become a powerful tool in design, performance analysis,
and optimization of multiphase reactors, such as gas–solid fluidized
bed reactors.
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